00 - Numbers

Ordinal Numbers / Dollar Amounts
*** (Up to 9) ***

Listing / Ranking / List Buoy
*** (Up to 5) ***
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Chapter 0: Numbers
1. number

32. expensive

2. weight, scale

33. cash

3. temperature, thermometer, degrees

34. dollar

4. age, old

35. dollar

5. 40 years old

36. penny, one cent

6. 2 years old

37. nickel, five cents

7. measure, size, length, width

38. dime, ten cents

8. height

39. quarter, twenty-five cents

9. height (of a person)

40. fifty cents

10. percent

41. little bit

11. multiply, times, figure out

42. cost, charge, price

12. divide, split

43. worth, value, important, useful

13. add, sum, total, plus, addition

44. worthless, valueless, not important, useless

14. add to, additional, extra

45. worth? value? cost?

15. subtract, take away, remove, minus

46. decimal, point, period

16. plus, positive

47. cheap

17. minus, negative

48. pay, compensate

18. fraction

49. pay, compensate

19. half, one half

50. around, about, approximately

20. three quarters

51. count

21. many

52. telephone, phone, call (hearing way)

22. many

53. call (deaf way)

23. much, big, large, a lot

54. one more

24. large, big

55. two more

25. equal, fair, even

56. time

26. all gone, run out of

57. 2 o’clock

27. address, live, life

58. 2 times

28. live, life

59. 2 o’clock

29. some, part, half

60. 2 times

30. points
31. money

Number Signing Rules
Kinds of Numbers:
Ordinal Numbers: Show order or placement. Ordinal numbers (1-9) are signed by twisting the hand of the
number inward. These also mean dollar amounts. For example, FIRST also means ONE-DOLLAR and so on.
Examples of Ordinal Numbers: First, Second, Third…..
Cardinal Numbers: Counting Numbers. Rules below.
Example: One, Two, Three, Four…..
How to fingerspell Numbers:
Movement: Just like in fingerspelling, the arm does not move unless a number is repeated (example:
22,44,66) in which case it is slightly moved outward to the dominant side.
Number Exceptions/Evolutions: There are a few numbers which have become their own sign. They
can follow the rules of all the other numbers or, as more common, the are signed differently. These
numbers are 20,21,23,25
If you are indicating a number alone, then:






Palm faces the body for the numbers 1-5 (common but varies)
Palm faces away from the body for the numbers 6-10
Palm faces the body for the numbers 11-15
Palm faces in then away from the body for the numbers 16-19
Numbers 20 and up are signed with the palm facing outward

Numbers which use a combination of 6-7-8-9 such as 69,78,98,96 for example, should have an “arm angling”
which ends on the second number. This also is common but not mandatory. Advanced signed will naturally have
this habit.

Time: A time is signed by first signing TIME and then the number indicating what time is is. AM and
PM are shown by signing MORNING or NIGHT.
Example: TIME 4 = 4:00
TIME 12 = 12:00
***** NOTE: 2 TIME = “two times” NOT 2:00. This applies for all numbers.*****
Age: ages are signed by signing OLD first and then the number indicating the age.
Money: when signing money, if the dollar amount is between 1-9, the ordinal number sign should be used by
twisting that number inward. Amounts of $10 or greater are signed with the number first then the sign
DOLLAR. When signing cents, the sign for CENT should be made first followed by the number indicating the
cent amount near the head. NOTE: If a dollar amount between 1-9 is signed including cents, the sign for
CENTS is not needed because the ordinal sign provides the money context. Examples below:
 $1.25: ONE DOLLAR (ordinal sign) 25
 $250.10: 250 DOLLAR CENT 10
 .50: CENT 50
Math: in most math problems in ASL, the two quantities are signed first, then the operation, and then MANY
which the appropriate facial expression.
Example: 6, 10, ADD-UP, MANY?
Units: units should be signed according to their abbreviation. Example: LB, FT, OZ, KG, CM, etc.

Number Review
Numbers

Temperature

1-25
165
879
436
8,967
1,471
6,840
978,323
749,021
507,555
6,789,968
17,465,488
874,612,996

98˚
- 20˚
105˚
72.19˚

1
2

2 4
8
3
5 9

Second
Third
Eighth
Decimals

16.69
24.11
19.23
21.80
22.25
652.9
8,411.96
Money

$ .13
$ 8.00
$ 125.20
$ 20.00
$ 1.15
$ 6,912.88
$ 95,176.10
Measurements

14 pounds
50 feet
16 ounces
718 kilograms
3 inches

Percent

25%
55.8%
16.97%
42%
110%
70%
Math

2 + 8 = 10
16 – 11 = 5
22 x 11 = 242
68 ÷ 2 = 34
Age

21 years old
10 years old
5 years old
87 years old
Time

1:00
6:30
12:00
5:15
8:30
Phone Numbers
`

(345) 927-9438
(305) 885-7959
(786) 419-1121
1-800-718-2015
(954) 887-1477

1. Examples of Cardinal Numbers:
________________________
2. Examples of Ordinal Numbers:
________________________
3. What are the four number sign
exceptions that have become their
own signs ?
______, ______, ______, ______,
4. Does the location of your hand
ever move when signing numbers?
Yes

No

5. What are the possible palm
orientations involved for the
number ranges below ?
always always
forward back either

1 through 5
6 through 9
11 through 15
16 through 19
20 and up.

both

Grammar & Deaf Culture:

Numbers

Types of Numbers
Ordinal: show ORDER
Examples: 1st, 2nd, 3rd…

Cardinal: NO order
Examples: 1, 2, 3, 100…

NOTE: = In ASL, ordinal numbers (and dollar amounts)
are done by a twisting motion INWARD;
Follows the RULE OF 9!
RULE OF 9: Can only be done up to the number 9!

The TO BE Verb
Verb: shows action
TO BE Verb: shows a state of being
(no action)
Example: The dog runs. (verb)
That is a dog. (to be verb)

TO BE VERBS:
is, am, are, be, was, were…
IN ASL THERE IS NO TO BE VERB!
The TO BE Verb is needed and exists in ENGLISH but NOT in ASL!
English
I am Deaf.
Are you going?
Is the school nice?

ASL
ME DEAF
YOU GO?
SCHOOL NICE?

The Agent Marker
In ASL, the agent marker is a sign added after a
verb to show it’s the person or agent that does
that verb.
‐ In English, it is often done by adding “er” to a
word (Example: writer, painter, player)
‐ English uses many other markers to show
agents such as:
“ist” (pianist, typist, chemist)
“ant” (accountant, assistant, servant)
“ess” (hostess, waitress, actress)
“ee” (trainee, employee, refugee)
“ive” (representative, operative, detective)
‐ English also uses NO marker at all!
(cook, lookout, snitch)

Luckily, ASL uses ONE sign to represent them all! The AGENT MARKER

What does it mean to be Deaf?
• Most deaf people have some hearing
• There are different degrees of deafness
(from mild, moderate, profound)
• Many can hear loud music, cars driving by, trains, etc.)
• This is why many wear hearing aids; to amplify the
hearing they already have to help daily life
• Others hear nothing (like a TV on MUTE)
• DEAFNESS refers to a degree of hearing
loss where a person CANNOT understand
average sounding speech.
Imagine talking with a pillow over your
face; muffled & unclear: this is what
*most* deaf people can hear.

Know Your Terms!
Although the term “deaf” is often mistakenly used to refer to all
individuals with hearing difficulties, this is not correct.

deaf (lowercase “d”) refers to an
individual with very little or no
functional hearing (Audiological)

Deaf (capital “D”) refers to the
cultural group and values of the
Deaf community (Cultural)

Hard of Hearing refers to an individual who has a mild‐to‐
moderate hearing loss who may communicate through sign
language, spoken language, or both.

Hearing Impaired
• An OFFENSIVE term used to
describe an individual with any
degree of hearing loss. This term
should NEVER be used.
• It is often used in the hearing
world unaware of how offensive it
is to the Deaf community.
Other offensive terms:

deaf‐mute
deaf and dumb

Taboos
• The strongest Taboo in Deaf Culture
is pretending to be Deaf. Don’t do it!
• Sign Language students often
pretend to understand what is being
signed when they don’t. Don’t do it!
• Meeting Deaf people in public is
great and they should be
approached. However, sitting back
and staring at their conversation is
rude. Don’t do it!
• Unless asked, assuming a Deaf
person needs your help is not
appropriate. Don’t do it!

Review
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Types of numbers
Rule of 9
The “TO BE” verb and ASL
The Agent Marker
deafness (definition)
deaf (little “d”)
Deaf (big “D”)
Hard of Hearing
Offensive terms
Deaf Culture taboos

